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“Education is the most important tool 

you can use to change the world”

- Nelson Mandela

“Education is the best friend. 

An educated person is respected everywhere. 

Education beats the beauty and the youth”

- Chanakya



Rural Education

Literacy (%) 2011 Census

India 74.0

Urban 85.0

Rural 68.9

Literacy  - Male (%) 2011 Census

India 82.1

Urban 89.7

Rural 78.6

Literacy - Female (%) 2011 Census

India 65.5

Urban 79.9

Rural 58.8

Literacy rate is one of the main indicators of how

effectively education is reaching various parts of the

country.

• Literacy rates in rural areas is much less compared

to urban areas.

• Female literacy is rural areas is a major concern.

• In promoting education, particularly in rural areas,

various measures have been taken, viz.

• Free Elementary Education

• Ban on child labor 

• DPEP to universalize primary education 

• Mid day meal schemes

• Scholarships for higher education

• Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan

• Improving sanitation in schools
Source: Census of India – 2011, Ministry of Home Affairs, New Delhi
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Rural Power Scenario

It is a known fact that our country is power starved and our governments have been trying

their best to bridge this gap. However there is a huge void which needs to be filled. In such a

scenario it is the rural sector that bears the brunt.

The absence of a reliable light source is a major hindrance for children to spend

adequate time for studying. Owing to the lower incomes in rural areas, affording

technologies such as an inverter or a portable generator becomes a far fetched dream.

Hence, children are forced to use kerosene lamps or candles, which is uncomfortable,

harmful and discouraging them to spend necessary hours in studying. This in turn make

them less competitive when compared to their urban counterparts.

Various governments in the past have introduced numerous schemes to motivate children to

pursue education. We believe, providing rural children with a reliable source of light is

extremely necessary. An initiative in this direction will not only help the children in rural

areas to overcome the challenges faced due to erratic power supplies, but also further

motivate them towards pursuing education seriously.

Thankfully, the technology for providing a reliable and clean source of light for education is

now available in India. Further more, it is affordable.



Light for Education

The Concept:

            Urja Solutions takes pleasure in introducing a novel concept called Light  for  education .

The concept was initially designed and developed based on the study from LEEDS

University, UK for Solar Based Lamps in under developed African countries.

Light for Education is a concept of providing grid-independent, renewable light source

for students in rural areas. It consists of a centralized Solar Charging Station installed

at school, a rechargeable battery pack and an LED table lamp.



Light for Education

How the Concept Works?

LED Table Lamp:

The children will be provided with the LED table lamp as soon as the academic year

commences. The table lamp will be held by students at their respective houses. Once the

academic year is complete, the children will return the lamp to the school.

Rechargeable Battery Pack:

The battery pack is the source of power for the LED table lamp. We provide either Lead Acid,

Lithium Ion or Lithium Ferro Phosphate Battery, depending on the requirement. The battery

pack can be charged from Solar Power, and once fully charged, will provide 10 hours of

lighting.

Solar Charging Station:

The solar panels required for charging will be installed in schools. Thus the school will

function like a solar charging station. The children will have to bring the rechargeable

battery pack on alternative days to recharge the batteries from the solar station during

school hours. The battery pack gets fully charged within 3 – 4 hours on a clear sunny day

and it takes 8 hours to charge the battery pack on a cloudy day.



Light for Education: Benefits
Immediate Benefits:

1. Providing better and safer alternate source of light for students, which is a basic

infrastructure for learning. It gives children more time to spend with their books

and prepare better for the exams. Higher education and better results implies

more competitive students from the rural areas and higher literacy rates.

2. Indirectly motivates children to attend school as charging of lamp is provided only

at schools. This is the prime advantage of this comcept compared to directly

providing a solar lamp to the students.

3. The LED lamp can also serve as an emergency source of light for household

activities during power failures, hence parents are also motivated to send children

to attend school.

4. Inspires children who have dropped out of schools post primary education to take

up secondary education.

5. Cleaner and Economical Source of Light – No harmful fumes compared to

kerosene lamp and candles. No operational cost, as the charging is free and not

dependent on the grid.



Light for Education: Benefits

Long Term Benefits:

1. Renewable source of electricity, thus being independent of grid electricity supply.

This in turn reduces the load on State and National grids.

2. Improved results mean more competitive students from the rural areas and

growth in the number of students pursuing higher education. On the larger

perspective, it benefits the society, and the country by creating more educated

citizens.

3. When students pursue higher education, they have better opportunities to exhibit

extracurricular talents like their excellence in sports and cultural activities. This

creates a talented human resource which help India represent itself in a better

way internationally.

4. Creates awareness towards renewable sources of energy among rural population,

thus imbibing a sense of responsibility towards judiciously using natural

resources. Also helps reduce global environmental issues like global warming

leading to a cleaner and greener planet.



Sample Project: Specifications

Here is a detailed specification of a project which involved 30 lights.

Solar Charging Station:

1. Solar Panel:

One number of 100 W Solar Photo Voltaic Module

Maximum power (P max) :100 W

Open-circuit voltage (Voc) : 21.6 V

Short-circuit current (Isc) : 6.33 A

Current at P max (Imp) : 5.75 A

Voltage at P max (Vmp) : 17.4 V

This module will be encased in an appropriate standard frame with a M.S

steel angle frame (powder coated) suitable for installation at site to comply

with requirements of geographic location with locking facility to avoid

theft. One 25 meter long cable with appropriate end connectors will be

provided.



Sample Project: Specifications

Solar Charging Station:

2. Solar Charger and Distributer Assembly: 

This Unit is a single input, multiple output Solar Charge Controller which

is responsible for charging of rechargeable battery packs. The output

power from the Solar Panel is connected to the distributor box input. The

distributor box has fifteen output terminals in which the rechargeable

battery packs can be charged. Since this project is designed for 30 lights,

and the batteries are charged on alternate days, the distributor box has

facility to charge 15 batteries at a time.

The distributor box has built in solar charger circuit which distributes the

power equally to all the battery packs. It is a MPPT based charger circuit,

which charges the batteries even during cloudy weathers.

Wherever necessary and at the specific requirement by School

administration, an additional change-over feature of grid charging facility

to bypass the Solar module input will be included as an additional option.



Sample Project: Specifications

Rechargeable Battery Packs:
We provide solutions in both Lead Acid Battery and Lithium Ferro

Phosphate (LiFePO4) Battery. The choice of battery system depends on the

project economics. Each one of these batteries will be encased in an

appropriate METAL BOX with handle. This box has the relevant indicators

and cutoff circuits to save the battery from over charging, deep discharge,

short circuit and reverse polarity, so that the battery life is enhanced

considerably.

Battery Specifics Lead Acid Lithium Iron (LiFePO4)

Battery 6.3 V, 4.5 AH 6.4 V, 2.5 AH

Depth of Discharge (DoD) 60% 90%

Lifetime (Cycles) 300 – 500 2000 – 3000

Weight 700 gms 150 gms

No. of Batteries 30 30



Sample Project: Specifications

LED Table Lamps
Thirty table lamps, with LED technology are provided in the package. The

lamps are compact, bright and has a wide viewing angle (spread) of 120

degrees. LED lamps are ruggedly built and their internal parts are rigidly

supported, making them resistant to vibration and impact. The LEDs used

in the lamp are cool white LEDs with low heat dissipation, low power

consumption, high brightness and long life.

LED Lighting technology being the latest development, cost of production

are significantly higher, however owing to its low energy consumption, it

saves the cost of Solar Panel and Battery considerably. Each LED lamp is

provided with 3m DC cord with suitable DC socket.

Number of LEDs : 20

LED Lamp Wattage : 1.2 W

Initial Lumens : 180 Lumens

Life Span at 70% lumen Maintenance : 50,000 hours

LED Driver : DC, Switch mode driver
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